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Errata | V-1.7 (October 7, 1997)

 Typo on page ii, rst line, \disseration" should read \dissertation".
 Given names of the authors are limited to the rst initial throughout the











references (e.g. Hurd, P.L. is truncated to Hurd, P.) in the introductory
chapter, paper IV, paper V & paper IV (pages 11 { 13, 50, 51, 64, 65,
85 { 87).
Fourth last line on page 22 should read
\four possible pure stategies, giving rise"
rather than
\four possible pure stategies for each player, giving rise".
No capitalization within the titles throughout the references (e.g. the
genus names are not capitalized) in papers V & VI (pages 64, 65, 85 {
87).
Typo on page 27, rst line, \princliple" should read \principle".
Bad gure numbers on Page 31. The last sentence of 1st. paragraph of
x3 should end in \ gure 1." not gure \1a." The last sentence of the
next paragraph shoud end in \these extreme colours ( gure 2a)." not
\( gure 1b)". The following paragraph should end in \( gure 2b)" not
\( gure 2a)", and the one after that in \( gure 2c)" not \( gure 2b)".
Page 39, 1st. column, 2nd. paragraph, \a C(0) has been added", not
\a
C(0) was added" the \a" is not a variable, and was not added.
The running head for paper VI (pages 73 { 88) reads \Paper IV", but
should read \Paper VI"
First sentence, page 78, and last citation on page 85, Capp & Searcy
(1991); Searcy's name is recorded as \W.A." in the text and has gotten
mangled to \W.A., S." in the citation.
Page 86, citation for Ellis, C.R., Jr. is a bit mangled, and out of alphabetical order.
Typo on back cover, \deparment" should read \department".
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